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Supplementary Materials and Methods 

 

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) breast cancer data 

As mentioned in the Methods section, genotypes at tag SNPs for all TCGA Breast 

Invasive Carcinoma (BRCA) patients were downloaded from the TCGA Data Portal, 

containing a total of 2229 samples (birdseed format), including 1106 from primary 

tumor (TP), 981 from matched normal blood (NB), 7 from metastasis tissue (TM) and 

135 from matched normal tissue around tumor (NT). Majority of the patients (694 out 

of 979) had both TP and NB genotypes available, but germline genotypes (measured 

in NB) were used in all subsequent analyses to avoid miscalls from potential 

genotyping errors and somatic mutations. Among this set of 694 patients, we found 

two patients having multiple normal blood genotype files, in which case we chose one 

of the samples at random since there were no annotations from TCGA to the best of 

our knowledge. In addition to genotypes, the following data were obtained from the 

NCI Genomic Data Commons (GDC) Legacy Archive (1): tumor copy number data 

(“*.hg19.seg.txt”) for 693 patients, RNA-seq level 3 expression data for 788 patients, 

and RNA-seq raw reads (level 2 bam files) for 906 female ER-positive (ER+) breast 

cancer patients. Taking together, a total number of 679 female ER+ breast cancer 

patients having all four types of data were considered for further analysis. 

 

Chromatin interaction data and topologically associated domains (TAD) 

A Hi-C dataset in MCF-7 from GEO database (accession GSE66733), with insulation 

scores for the whole genome calculated at 40 kb resolution, was used to determine 

TADs with a cutoff value of 0.15 (2). Three GWAS SNPs in the 5p12 locus were 

found to be located within the same TAD (chr5:43,480,001-45,000,000; hg19 
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coordinates), which encompassed 7 protein-coding genes and 15 non-coding RNAs 

(GENCODE v19). A more recent Hi-C dataset in T-47D was also available, where 

TADs were processed by the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE; accession 

ENCFF075QYD) (3). In this T-47D dataset, the TAD in the 5p12 region was found to 

be similar to and within the TAD in MCF-7 (T-47D TAD: chr5:43,640,001-

44,920,000; hg19 coordinates; both datasets had 40 kb resolution). We thus used the 

MCF-7 TAD as the breast cancer TAD in 5p12 to help prioritize candidate gene 

targets. Besides the TAD data, we obtained additional Chromatin Interaction Analysis 

by Paired-End Tag Sequencing (ChIA-PET) datasets for CTCF, ESR1, and POLR2A 

in MCF-7 from ENCODE (3).  

 

Genotype imputation 

The TCGA germline genotypes of tag SNPs were measured by Affymetrix human 

SNP array 6.0, where none of the three 5p12 GWAS SNPs (rs4415084, rs10941679, 

rs7716600) were directly probed. Thus, imputation was required for the entire 5p12 

TAD region encompassing the GWAS SNPs and SNPs in high linkage disequilibrium 

(LD) with GWAS SNPs, and potential gene targets. First, germline genotypes at tag 

SNPs in a 3.5 Mb region centered at GWAS rs4415084 (±	1.75 Mb, covering the full 

5p12 TAD) were extracted, where the genotypes with low quality (5th quantile in 

confidence score) were excluded in each patient. The information of reference and 

alternative alleles of the retained tag SNPs were obtained from Affymetrix 

(https://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/byproduct.affx?product=genomewide

snp_6). We performed imputation using IMPUTE2 (4,5), considering the 250 kb 

regions at both ends of the 3.5 Mb window as buffer regions. The genotypes in the 3 

Mb region were imputed in consecutive intervals of 1 Mb independently, as 
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recommended for IMPUTE2 (4,5), using default parameters and the 1000 Genomes 

Project Phase 3 (October 2014 version) (6) as a reference panel. No pre-phasing was 

used in this analysis, because of the reduction in imputation accuracy (7). All the 

results were then combined to form a 3 Mb imputed region covering the full 5p12 

TAD. For each patient, a SNP was retained if its minor allele frequency (MAF) 

exceeded 0.01 and the maximum genotype probability exceeded the threshold 0.9. 

The genotypes were further categorized into homozygous reference (0/0), 

heterozygous (0/1) or homozygous alternative (1/1), where 0 and 1 denoted the 

reference allele and the alternative allele of a biallelic SNP.  

 

Following the above criterion, we grouped the ER+ breast cancer patients based on 

their genotypes at each of the three 5p12 GWAS SNPs, resulting in 682 patients for 

rs4415084 (numbering 206, 338 and 138 for 0/0, 0/1 and 1/1, respectively), 628 

patients for rs10941679 (numbering 326, 262 and 40), and 648 patients for rs7716600 

(numbering 37, 238 and 373). We obtained the annotation of risk alleles from the 

NHGRI GWAS Catalog (8), Stacey et al. (9) and Thomas et al. (10), which marked 

rs4415084-1 (T), rs10941679-1 (G) and rs7716600-0 (A) as risk alleles. Notably, the 

risk alleles of all three GWAS SNPs had lower allele frequencies in EUR population 

compared to the protective alleles (rs4415084-T: 0.41; rs10941679-G: 0.23; 

rs7716600-A: 0.20), consistent with the above patient numbers. Finally, the patients 

with imputed genotype status and risk allele information were used in the subsequent 

analyses.  

 

Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis for TCGA ER+ breast cancer 

patients 
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To infer candidate target genes, we performed TCGA-based eQTL analysis by 

constructing a multivariate linear model that regressed gene expression against 

genotype status and gene copy number. The expression level 	𝐸(	for a gene 𝑗 within 

the 5p12 TAD was obtained from the RNA-seq FPKM value using 𝐸( =

𝑙𝑜𝑔.(𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀( + 1). The germline genotype status 𝐺7	at the GWAS SNP 𝑖 in 5p12 was 

encoded as the number of risk alleles (𝐺7 ∈ 	 {0,1,2}). The gene copy number 𝐶𝑁( was 

calculated from length-weighted average 𝑠A  using 𝐶𝑁( = 2 ∗ 2CD , where 𝑠A  was 

computed based on the TCGA copy number segmentation data and the gene length 

was calculated using the coordinates given by GENCODE v19. Multivariate linear 

regression (11), 𝐸(	 = 𝛼7( + 𝛽7(	𝐺7 	+ 𝛾7(	𝐶𝑁( + 𝜖7(, where 𝛼7( is the intercept, 𝛽7( the 

coefficient for genotype, 𝛾7( the coefficient for copy number, and 𝜖7( the error term. 

We considered only the genes that were expressed, i.e., mean expression among 

tumor samples 𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 ≥ 1 . Significant eQTL genes were identified based on the 

regression coefficient of the genotype status 𝐺7	at the GWAS SNP: 𝑝7(K ≤ 𝛼 (𝑝7(K :	𝑝-

value of 𝛽7(  ; 𝛼 = 0.05). Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing was 

further applied using 𝑝7(K ≤
O
P
 , where 𝑛 is the total number of genes tested in the TAD 

(𝑛 = 22, thus O
P
= 0.0023). Although 𝛾7( and 𝛼7( were not used to filter the candidate 

genes, the regression coefficients of copy number 𝛾7( were checked in each regression 

and found to be all positive.  

 

Besides the gene-level eQTL analysis, we also performed isoform-level eQTL 

(isoform-QTL) analysis. To quantify the expression level of different isoforms of the 

genes within 5p12 TAD, we utilized the quantification mode of StringTie (12) on the 

RNA-seq bam files using GENCODE v22 (13) as a reference annotation. Similar to 
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the model in gene-level eQTL analysis, we constructed a multivariate linear model for 

each isoform, regressing isoform expression level against genotype status and isoform 

copy number. The results for isoform-QTL are shown in Supplementary Table 6 for 

transcripts with average expression FPKM larger than 1.  

 

Local chromosome allele-specific expression (LCASE) 

We performed allele-specific expression (ASE) analysis to search for correlation 

between haplotype status and gene expression from each chromosome. In this process, 

we utilized heterozygous exonic SNPs (exon/UTR regions from GENCODE v19) 

which helped distinguish transcripts from the two chromosomes. We therefore applied 

a modified version of ASE analysis with phasing, termed local chromosome allele-

specific expression (LCASE) analysis, where we first phased exonic SNPs with the 

GWAS SNP to obtain confident haplotypes using SHAPEIT2 (14) and then measured 

the transcription difference between the two chromosome segments. For each exonic 

SNP, we first selected a subset of patients who were heterozygous at both the GWAS 

SNP and the exonic SNP. As before, we encoded the reference and alternative alleles 

of exonic SNPs as 0 and 1, respectively; and, we denoted the risk and protective 

alleles of the GWAS SNP as risk and pro, respectively. Thus, the phase between the 

GWAS SNP and the exonic SNP was either risk|0 or risk|1 (equivalently, either pro|1 

or pro|0, assuming normal copy number). To measure phasing uncertainty, we 

performed haplotype phasing using SHAPEIT2 with the option “--output-graph” and 

repeatedly sampled (100 times) from the haplotype graph with the option “--output-

sample” (www.shapeit.fr). We then computed the occurrence probability 

(𝑝S7CT|V, 	𝑝S7CT|W) of the two phases risk|0 and risk|1. The patient samples with no 

dominant phase, i.e., max 𝑝S7CT|V, 	𝑝S7CT|W < 0.9, were removed to reduce errors in 
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LCASE arising from incorrect phasing. For example, if a patient was phased as risk|0 

in one third of the simulated samples and risk|1 in the other two thirds of the samples, 

then the phase between the GWAS SNP and the exonic SNP would be ambiguous 

(Supplementary Fig. 1). For the patients who had their haplotypes phased with 

certainty, we then counted the allelic-specific coverage of each exonic SNP from high 

quality RNA-seq reads (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝑄 ≥ 20) using an in-house code, where RNA-seq reads 

were not deduplicated due to the total coverage limit arising from the sequencing read 

length. To avoid miscalls in the genotypes at exonic SNPs (especially homozygous 

genotypes that were incorrectly called as heterozygous genotypes), only patient 

samples with both alleles occurring in the RNA-seq reads were included. We tested 

for transcription imbalance using two statistical tests depending on the sample size 𝐾: 

binomial test (when 𝐾 < 5 ) for patient-wise test, and Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

(when 𝐾 ≥ 5) as the test for group effect: 

	𝑛 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘` ~	𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑛 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘` + 𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜` , 𝑝V = 0.5 ,										𝐾 < 5
		𝑛(𝑝𝑟𝑜`) − 𝑛(𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘`)	~	𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑜𝑛	𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑 − 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘,																	𝐾 ≥ 	5 

 

Motif analysis 

We scanned the sequence around each prioritized SNP (see Methods) and used two 

approaches to measure the difference in motif match between different alleles of the 

SNP. The first approach, ChIP-seq k -mer enrichment analysis, compared the 

occurrence of two k-mers harboring 0 or 1 allele in transcription factor (TF) ChIP-seq 

peaks with their occurrence in random DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHS) using Chi-

squared test, where k was chosen to be the length of a candidate TF motif. A full list 

of TF ChIP-seq data available for performing k -mer enrichment analysis is in 

Supplementary Table 2.  
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In another approach, we simulated neutral mutations of the motif-matching sequence 

and measured the significance of motif disruption by the SNP. For a given TF, we 

denoted the position weight matrix (PWM) of length 𝐿	with probability of nucleotide 

𝑥 at position 𝑙 (𝑙 ∈ {1, … , 𝐿}) as 𝑝n,o, and the background frequency of nucleotide x as 

𝑞o. The information content at position 𝑙 can be written as:  

𝐼𝐶 𝑙 = 𝑝n,o𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝n,o
𝑞o
		 .

o∈{r,s,K,t}

 

We let 𝒙 = 𝑥W, 𝑥., … , 𝑥T, … , 𝑥v  denote the sequence detected by FIMO (15) to 

match the PWM (𝑝 ≤ 10wx), where 𝑘 indicates the SNP position in 𝒙. We denoted 

the sequence containing an alternative allele of the SNP as 𝒙𝒂 =

𝑥W, 𝑥., … , 𝑥Tz, … , 𝑥vwW, 𝑥v . Defining the motif score of a sequence 𝒙 as: 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝒙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝n,o{
𝑞o{

v

n|W

		. 

the score difference between 𝒙 and 𝒙𝒂 was then computed as: 

𝐷 𝒙, 𝒙𝒂 = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝒙 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝒙𝒂 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝T,o~
𝑞o~

− 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝T,o~�
𝑞o~

= 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝T,o~
𝑝T,o~�

		. 

Thus, 𝐷 𝒙, 𝒙𝒂  was the motif score difference caused by flipping the allele at the 

candidate SNP. We next generated a null distribution of motif score change by 

introducing 𝑛  ( 𝑛 =5000) random single-nucleotide mutations at position 𝑙  of 𝒙 , 

converting 𝑥n  to a random nucleotide 𝑥nz  (𝑥nz ∈ 	 {𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐺, 𝑇} ) To simulate neutral 

mutations which do not significantly change TF binding affinity, random mutations 

were introduced in two steps as follows. First, the mutated position 𝑙 was determined 

by sampling from a distribution that was inversely proportional to the information 

content at each position. Thus, the probability 𝑃 � 𝑙 	of a neutral mutation occurring 

at position l was defined as: 
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𝑃 � 𝑙 =
1

𝑝n,o𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝n,o
𝑞oo∈ r,s,K,t

×
1
𝑐	, 

where c was a normalizing constant given by: 

𝑐 =
1

𝑝n,o𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝n,o
𝑞oo∈ r,s,K,t

		
v

n|W

. 

Second, given the mutated position l, the probability 𝑃 � 𝑥 𝑙 	of a neutral mutation 

resulting in nucleotide 𝑥nz  ( 𝑥nz ∈ {𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐺, 𝑇} ) was proportional to its occurrence 

probability in the PWM: 

𝑃 � 𝑥n
z 𝑙 = 𝑝n,o{�		. 

Instead of using the original nucleotide frequency in the PWM, we added a 

pseudocount of 5% to each 𝑝n,o{�		 and normalized the sum of probability at each 

position to 1. Thus, the joint probability of a neutral mutation resulting in nucleotide 

𝑥nz at position l was written as: 

𝑃 𝑙, 𝑥nz = 𝑃	`� 𝑙 ×𝑃	`� 𝑥n
z 𝑙 		. 

Let 𝒕𝒊 denote the 𝑖th sample 𝒙à𝒙𝒍𝒂	out of the 𝑛 simulated mutations. The 𝑝-value of 

motif disruption by the SNP was thus calculated as: 

𝑝𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝒙, 𝒙𝒂 =
1 𝐷 𝒙, 𝒕𝒊 > 𝐷 𝒙, 𝒙𝒂7

𝑛 		. 

 

ChIP-seq data 

ChIP-seq data from ENCODE were obtained as raw reads (bam files) and processed 

peaks (ENCODE processing pipeline). All ChIP-seq data from GEO were collected as 

raw reads (SRA files), mapped to hg19 genome using BWA (16) (default parameters), 

and analyzed using MACS2 (17) (TF ChIP-seq: default parameters; Histone 

modification ChIP-seq: broadpeak mode, 0.1 FDR; Input reads were used as control 
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when available in the same dataset). A full list of breast cancer cell lines ChIP-seq 

data is shown in Supplementary Table 2.  

 

TF-gene expression correlation analysis 

For the TFs selected by motif analysis, we further prioritized them based on their 

expression correlation with target genes. We computed the Pearson correlation 

coefficient 𝑟	between every pair of TF and target gene separately in three genotype 

groups based on the imputed genotype status at each corresponding candidate SNP. 

To detect TFs that were highly correlated with the target gene, we chose positive and 

negative cutoffs on 𝑟  using the distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients 

between random pairs of TFs and non-TF genes. First, a list of human TFs was 

obtained from AnimalTFDB (18), and TFs expressed in breast tumor samples (mean 

expression level 𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 ≥ 1) were retained. We then sampled 1000 pairs of TF and 

non-TF genes (𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 ≥ 1 ) and computed the pairwise correlation (using log-

transformed expression level log.(𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 + 1) ), where we excluded the patient 

samples who had no expression of either TF or non-TF gene. Based on the 

distribution of pairwise correlation, we computed the mean 𝜇 and standard deviation 

		𝜎 and repeated the process 10 times to obtain the averaged cutoff values 𝜇 ± 2𝜎 as 

𝑟�.� (0.409) and 𝑟w.� (−0.337). When the 2𝜎 cutoffs did not provide any candidate, 

we also used less stringent 1𝜎  cutoffs (𝑟�� = 0.220 and 𝑟w� = −0.151) to obtain 

lower ranked TF candidates. 

 

Transcriptome assembly 

In GENCODE v19 annotations, MRPS30 has both coding and non-coding transcripts. 

We therefore performed de novo assembly of TCGA RNA-seq mapped reads in each 
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patient using StringTie (version 1.3.3), taking GENCODE v19 as a reference 

annotation. We then merged the transcriptome and filtered out transcripts with low 

expression (𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 < 1; 𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀: mean expression among all ER+ primary tumors). 

The transcripts around the MRPS30 locus were then plotted as a UCSC track along 

with the GENCODE annotation (Supplementary Fig. 3). 

 

Assessing differential counts in MCF-7 versus T-47D Hi-C data for rs4321755 

interactions 

To test for differential Hi-C contact counts between the SNP and the predicted target 

genes, we obtained published and publicly available Hi-C datasets for MCF-7 

(GSE66733 and GSE51687) and T-47D (GSE53463 and ENCSR549MGQ). Sample 

information and read/pair statistics are provided in Supplementary Table 7. We 

processed these datasets using HiC-Pro (19) into uniformly sized bins at 5, 10, 25, and 

40 kb resolution and normalized these counts with ICE (20). We first attempted to 

identify significant interactions using Fit-Hi-C (21) at these different resolutions, but 

only the 40 kb resolution gave us any significant interactions. Hence, we focused on 

the 40 kb resolution data for downstream analysis. We next obtained the 40 kb bins 

overlapping the candidate causal SNP rs4321755 (chr5:44640000-44680000), the 

lncRNA RP11-53O19.1 (chr5:44720000-44760000, 44760000-44800000, 44800000-

44840000) and the MRPS30 gene (chr5:44800000-44840000). We defined three 

region pairs between the SNP bin to the three bins that spanned the RP11-53O19.1 

lncRNA and MRPS30 gene. Even at 40 kb, one of the GSE datasets for MCF-7 

(GSE51687) did not have any counts for these pairs, suggesting that these regions are 

indeed depleted for interactions in MCF-7. The distance between the SNP region and 

the candidate interacting regions were 80 kb (start of the lncRNA RP11-53O19.1), 
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120 kb (middle of lncRNA RP11-53O19.1) and 160 kb (end of RP11-53O19.1 and 

the MRPS30 gene).  

 

To assess the statistical significance of the contact count difference between T-47D 

and MCF-7, we performed differential interaction analysis based on a standard 

method for differential expression analysis, similar to the diffHiC approach (22). We 

normalized the data using trimmed mean of M values (TMM) normalization and 

applied edgeR (23) on the pairs at 80 kb, 120 kb and 160 kb, treating all T-47D 

datasets as replicates of the treatment and all MCF-7 datasets as replicates of the 

control. The count in T-47D was found significantly higher than that in MCF-7 for the 

three candidate interactions (the SNP to start of RP11-53O19.1: log-fold-

change=2.862, p-value=8.166×10w� , FDR=8.332×10w� ; the SNP to middle of 

RP11-53O19.1: log-fold-change= 3.086, p-value=2.201×10w� , FDR=1.241×10w�; 

the SNP to the MRPS30 gene and end of RP11-53O19.1: log-fold-change=1.701, p-

value=4.643×10wx , FDR= 7.339×10wx). When comparing the T-47D datasets to 

only the MCF-7 dataset that had a non-zero interaction count for these region pairs 

(GSE66733), the difference of counts was not significant but the log ratio was still 

high for some of the T-47D datasets (T-47D_ENCODE vs. MCF-7_GSE66733: log-

fold-change=1.260 for SNP to middle of RP11-53O19.1 coordinate).  
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Supplementary Tables 
 
Supplementary Table 1. Breast cancer cell line DNase-seq data used for SNP 
prioritization. 
 

Cell line Source Treatment 
ENCODE 

accession 

MCF-7 UW None ENCSR000EPJ 

MCF-7 UW Estradiol ENCSR000EPI 

MCF-7 Duke None ENCSR000EKZ 

T-47D UW None ENCSR000EQB 

T-47D Duke None ENCSR000ELT 

T-47D Duke 17β-estradiol ENCSR000ELS 
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Supplementary Table 2. Breast cancer cell line ChIP-seq data considered in the 
analysis. 
 
Cell line Source ChIP target 

MCF-7 ENCODE_Broad EZH2, EZH2-phosphoT487, H2AFZ, H3F3A, H3K27ac, 
H3K27me3, H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, 
H3K9me2, H3K9me3, H4K20me1 

MCF-7 ENCODE_USC eGFP-CEBPG, eGFP-E2F4, eGFP-ELF1, eGFP-FOSL2, 
eGFP-GABPA, eGFP-KLF4, eGFP-KLF9 

MCF-7 ENCODE_Stanford 

ARID3A, CHD1, CREB1, CTBP1, CUX1, DPF2, ELK1, 
ESRRA, FOS, FOXA1, FOXK2, GATA3, GATAD2B, 
GTF2F1, HCFC1, HDGF, HSF1, JUN, MAZ, MLLT1, 
MNT, MTA1, MTA2, MTA3, NBN, NONO, NRF1, 
PKNOX1, RCOR1, RFX1, SIN3A, SIX4, SP1, SREBF1, 
TARDBP, YBX1, ZBTB33, ZBTB40, ZKSCAN1, 
ZNF207, ZNF592, ZNF687 

MCF-7 ENCODE_UW CTCF 

MCF-7 ENCODE_HAIB 
CEBPB, EGR1, ELF1, EP300, FLAG-RAD21, FOSL2, 
FOXM1, GABPA, HDAC2, MAX, MBD2, NR2F2, PML, 
RAD21, REST, SRF, TCF12, TEAD4, ZBTB11, ZHX2, 
CTCF, ESR1, FOXA1, GATA3 

MCF-7 ENCODE_UTA MYC, POLR2A 

MCF-7 ENCODE_Uchicago ZNF217 

MCF-7 ENCODE_HAIB CEBPB, EGR1, ELF1, EP300, FLAG-RAD21, FOSL2, 
FOXM1, GABPA, HDAC2, MAX, MBD2, NR2F2, PML, 
RAD21, REST, SRF, TCF12, TEAD4, ZBTB11, ZHX2 

MCF-7 GSE26831 FOXA1, cFOS, cJun 

MCF-7 GSE68355 PGR 

T-47D ENCODE_HAIB CTCF, ESR1, FOXA1, GATA3 

T-47D GSE26831 FOXA1, H3K4me1 

T-47D GSE68355 PGR 

T-47D GSE63109 H3K4me1, H3K27ac 

T-47D GSE69112 H3K27ac 
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Supplementary Table 3. Motif databases used for motif analysis. 
 

Database 
Number of 

motifs 
Number of TFs 

HOCOMOCO 

(Human v10)  (24) 
640 600 

FACTORBOOK (25) 79 79 

TRANSFAC  

(Human) (26) 
331 202 

JASPAR 

 (2016 vertebrate) (27) 
519 519 

Jolma  

(2013) (28) 
843 463 
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Supplementary Table 4. eQTL 𝑝-valuesa for the three 5p12 ER+ GWAS SNPs. 
 
Genes rs10471679 rs4415084 rs7716600 

RP11-53O19.1 𝟏. 𝟐𝟒×𝟏𝟎w𝟑 𝟔. 𝟏𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟔 𝟗. 𝟒𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟑 

RP11-53O19.2 1.73×10wW 6.54×10w. 2.10×10wW 

MRPS30 𝟐. 𝟑𝟔×𝟏𝟎w𝟑 𝟏. 𝟑𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟓 𝟕. 𝟖𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟑 

RP11-53O19.3 𝟏. 𝟖𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟐 𝟏. 𝟐𝟑×𝟏𝟎w𝟒 6.67×10w. 

a – The 𝑝 -values of the coefficient corresponding to the variable genotype in 
multivariate linear regression (Methods). Significant 𝑝 -values for the genotype 
covariate (𝑝7(K ≤ 0.05 for SNP 𝑖  and gene 𝑗) are in bold. Significant 𝑝-values after 
Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing (𝑝7(K ≤

O
P
, 𝛼 = 0.05, number of 

genes in TAD 𝑛 = 22) are underlined. 
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Supplementary Table 5. eQTL genes associated with rs4415084 in 5p12 TAD, using 
TCGA data. 
 
Gene name a Genotype 𝑝-value b Effect size c Mean Expression d 

C5orf28 6.93×10wW 0.01 2.61 

C5orf34 3.24×10wW 0.02 1.23 

EEF1A1P19 2.21×10wW 0.03 1.44 

PAIP1 7.83×10wW 0.01 4.40 

NNT-AS1 3.55×10wW 0.03 1.57 

NNT 8.01×10wW -0.01 3.03 

FGF10 1.95×10wW 0.12 1.43 

RP11-473L15.3 1.05×10wW 0.16 1.37 

RP11-53O19.1 𝟔. 𝟏𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟔 0.53 2.69 

RP11-53O19.2 6.54×10w. 0.22 1.66 

MRPS30 𝟏. 𝟑𝟗×𝟏𝟎w𝟓 0.32 4.14 

RP11-53O19.3 𝟏. 𝟐𝟑×𝟏𝟎w𝟒 0.30 3.55 

a – Gene names use GENCODE v22 annotation. Genes that are not expressed on 
average (𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 < 1) are excluded. Significant eQTL genes (The 𝑝-value of covariate 
genotype 𝑝7(K ≤ 0.05 for SNP 𝑖 and gene 𝑗) are in bold.  
b – Genotype 𝑝-values (𝑝7(K ) are for the regression coefficients of rs4415084 genotype 
status. 
c – Effect size for each copy of risk allele T at rs4415084, that is, the coefficient for 
genotype in multivariate regression.  
d – Mean expression of genes across all TCGA ER+ breast cancers, after applying the 
transformation log.(𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 + 1). 
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Supplementary Table 6. Isoform-QTL analysis for eQTL genes and rs4415084 
genotype status. 
 
Isoform id a Genotype 𝑝-value b Effect size c Mean Expression d 

RP11-53O19.1-002 8.05×10w� 0.56 3.53 

RP11-53O19.1-006 3.76×10w� 0.59 2.48 

RP11-53O19.1-003 2.00×10w� 0.91 4.18 

RP11-53O19.1-001 1.48×10w¡ 0.45 1.88 

RP11-53O19.2-001 1.03×10w. 0.42 2.55 

RP11-53O19.1-005 2.79×10w� 0.62 3.42 

RP11-53O19.1-004 1.18×10w� 0.52 2.23 

RP11-53O19.1-008 1.43×10w� 0.53 2.1 

RP11-53O19.1-007 9.29×10w� 0.59 2.73 

MRPS30-001 1.49×10w� 0.41 7.52 

MRPS30-003 4.14×10w¡ 0.30 5.73 

RP11-53O19.3-001 1.66×10w¡ 0.35 5.82 

a – Isoform names follow GENCODE v19 annotation. Isoforms that are not expressed 
on average (𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 < 1) are excluded. Significant eQTL isoforms (The 𝑝-value of 
covariate genotype 𝑝7(K ≤ 0.05 for SNP 𝑖 and isoform 𝑗) are in bold.  
b – Genotype 𝑝-values are for the regression coefficients of rs4415084 genotype 
status. 
c – Effect size for each copy of risk allele T at rs4415084, that is, the coefficient for 
genotype in multivariate regression.   
d – Mean expression across all TCGA ER+ breast cancers, after applying the 
transformation log.(𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 + 1). 
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Supplementary Table 7. Differential chromatin interaction analysis between MCF-7 

and T-47D based on Hi-C data. 

(Supplementary Table 7 is attached as a separate supplementary file.) 

This table includes information about datasets used in differential Hi-C analysis as 

well as the analysis results. For datasets, we provide the GEO accession (where 

applicable) or the ENCODE dataset ID, the number of reads and the number of pairs 

with non-zero counts at 40 kb. For edgeR analyses, we provide statistics for candidate 

interactions. Each sheet includes a legend. 
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Supplementary Figures 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 1. A schematic representation of phasing certainty measure. 
Given “Patient 1” who is heterozygous at GWAS SNP, exonic SNP 1 and exonic SNP 
2, the two exonic SNPs are independently phased with the GWAS SNP. To measure 
the phasing certainty for each exonic SNP, 100 diplotypes are sampled from the 
patient’s haplotype model, each represented by two chromosome segments harboring 
the three SNPs and all intermediate SNPs. The risk and protective haplotypes are 
assigned based on the risk allele information at the GWAS SNP (0 is protective and 1 
is risk). For exonic SNP 1 in the figure, the 1 allele is always on the same haplotype 
harboring GWAS 1 (risk) allele, resulting in a phasing certainty measure of 1. Patient 
1 will thus be included when analyzing exonic SNP 1. In contrast, for exonic SNP 2, 
the 1 allele is phased with GWAS 1 (risk) allele in two thirds of the 100 diplotype 
samples, and is phased with GWAS 0 (protective) allele in remaining one third of the 
samples, resulting in a phasing certainty measure of .

x
. Patient 1 will thus be excluded 

when analyzing exonic SNP 2.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. A schematic representation of transcription factor (TF) 
prioritization based on TF-target gene correlation analysis. The first and second rows 
show two possible situations from expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis 
where the target gene’s expression is positively or negatively correlated with the 
number of GWAS risk alleles, respectively. Meanwhile, the first and second columns 
show two possible cases where the causative TF is a transcription activator or 
repressor, respectively. In each case, we searched for (causative SNP, TF, target gene) 
triplets that fit the correlation model (correlation-genotype scatterplot) and the 
schematic regulation model. For example, in the first row and first column, we 
searched for TFs satisfying the following conditions: 1) the risk allele of the candidate 
SNP created a motif for the TF; 2) The expression of the TF is positively correlated 
with the target gene expression in patients with risk/risk genotype at the candidate 
SNP; 3) The correlation between the TF expression and the target gene expression 
among patients having risk/risk genotype is stronger than that among patients having 
protective/protective genotype.  
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Supplementary Figure 3. Transcriptome assembly using StringTie shows MRPS30 
elongated transcription. The assembly was based on tumor RNA-seq reads using 
GENCODE v19 as reference, where non-expressed transcripts (average expression 
among primary tumors 𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 < 1) are excluded. The top track shows the basic gene 
annotation from GENCODE v19, including the protein-coding MRPS30, the 
MRPS30 3’ non-coding RNA, and the non-coding RNA RP11-53O19.3. The lower 
track shows the newly assembled transcripts.  
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Supplementary Figure 4. Violin plot summarizing the eQTL analysis for MRPS30 
and RP11-53O19.1 using GTEx normal breast tissue data. The x-axes show genotypes 
at candidate causative SNP rs4321755 and the y-axes show gene expression (log-
normalized RPKM) from RNA-seq data. Both genes show significantly higher 
expression in the risk/risk group, consistent with similar analysis using TCGA data. 
The p-values shown are calculated by performing linear regression analysis with 
genotype as the predictor variable. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Local chromosome allele-specific expression (LCASE) 
analysis for SNPs located in MRPS30 processed transcripts. The y-axis values show 
the difference in RNA-seq read count between protective and risk alleles, sorted by 
the difference values. For each SNP, only the patients having both alleles expressed in 
RNA-seq reads are included to avoid miscalls of genotypes. The number of patient 
samples n varies for each SNP depending on both the SNP allele frequency and the 
phasing accuracy. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed, and all four SNPs 
showed significant skew towards the risk allele. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Local chromosome allele-specific expression (LCASE) 
analysis for SNPs located in RP11-53O19.3. The y-axis values show the difference in 
RNA-seq read count between protective and risk alleles, sorted by the difference 
values. Only the patients having both alleles expressed in RNA-seq reads are included 
to avoid miscalls of genotypes. The number of patient samples n varies for each SNP 
depending on both the SNP allele frequency and the phasing accuracy. Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test was then performed for each exonic SNP location. Five out of eight 
SNPs show preference towards the risk allele (p-value in red) while two SNPs (p-
value in green) show an opposite trend.  
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Supplementary Figure 7. LCASE SNPs within assembled RP11-53O19.1 
transcripts. Top two tracks show the isoforms of RP11-53O19.1 annotated by 
GENCODE v19, and the expressed isoforms of RP11-53O19.1 (average expression 
among all primary tumors 𝐹𝑃𝐾𝑀 > 1) obtained via de novo assembly using tumor 
RNA-seq reads. The bottom track shows the p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) for 
all SNPs analyzed in the LCASE analysis. Significant LCASE SNPs are colored in 
red, while non-significant ones are marked with blue lines. All the significant LCASE 
SNPs are found to display a higher transcription activity on the chromosome 
harboring risk alleles compared to the chromosome harboring protective alleles.   
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Supplementary Figure 8. Candidate causative SNPs and TFs. The top track shows 
the gene annotation (GENCODE v19) and the location of the GWAS SNP rs4415084 
(green), along with three candidate SNPs, rs4321755 (the best candidate SNP marked 
as red), rs12522626 and rs2330572 (marked as yellow), in high LD with the GWAS 
SNP. Another GWAS SNP rs10941679 is shown in gray. In the LD SNPs track, the 
𝑟.  values (labeled in green) for the SNPs with the GWAS SNP rs4415084 are 
obtained using the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 EUR population data, where the protective 
alleles are labeled in blue and the risk alleles in red. DNase I hypersensitive sites 
(DHS) of MCF-7 and T-47D are shown for each 1 kb region centered at the candidate 
SNPs. The bars above signal tracks, if present, show DHS narrow peaks from 
ENCODE. TF candidates, excluding the top candidate GATA3 (Fig. 4), are listed in 
the last row showing motif matches and correlation trend stratified by candidate SNP 
genotype. Red boxes indicate the SNP location, and gray boxes show other 
mismatches between the genomic sequence and informative nucleotides in the motif. 


